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AN INTERFACE FOR

ENSURING SYSTEM BOOT IMAGE

INTEGRITY AND AUTHENTICITY

This U.S. Patent application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application

No. 60/072,500, filed January 26, 1998.

RF.T.ATED APPLICATIONS

This U.S. Patent application is related to U.S. Patent application number

09/166,275 filed October 5, 1998 and entitled "A SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR

VERIFYING THE INTEGRITY AND AUTHOIZATION OF SOFTWARE

BEFORE EXECUTION IN A LOCAL PLATFORM" and U.S. Patent application

number 09/XXX,XXX filed December 31, 1998 and entitled "SECURE TRANSFER

OF TRUST IN A COMPUTER SYSTEM."

FTF.LD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to the field of data security. More particularly, the

invention relates to a scheme for verifying the integrity and authority of downloaded

code used for boot and pre-boot operations of a system.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In order to improve the effectiveness of networked computer systems or other

electronic devices, organizations that have many networked devices typically have

Information Technology (IT) departments staffed by computer technicians responsible

for servicing the computer systems or other electronic devices that belong to the

organization. To improve the effectiveness ofthe IT department, many organizations

have a centralized platform that allows the technicians to access other devices on the

network to perform maintenance operations. This reduces time wasted by the

technicians traveling betweenjobs or facilities.
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One important function included in remote maintenance operations includes the

transfer of executable code, including boot code, to a device coupled to the network.

Transfer ofboot code over a network can also be part of a normal boot operation for

networked devices. However, because boot code is the foundation for operation of a

computer system or other electronic device, boot code security is an important factor in

providing effective operation ofan electronic device that receives boot code via a

network connection.

Unfortxmately, there currently exists no security scheme to ensure integrity of a

boot image (e.g., check that the software is free from viruses or has not been tampered

with before or during download) as well as authenticity (e.g., check that the boot image

originated from an authorized source). Therefore, what is needed is a method and

apparatus for ensuring system boot integrity and authorization.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A method and apparatus for ensuring system boot image integrity and

authenticity is described. A first segment ofa boot image is received from a remote

device. The integrity of the segment is verified. Proper authorization ofthe segment is

determined, at least in part, by a Remote-Boot Authorization Certificate that indicates

an authorized source for the first segment ofthe boot image. Ifthe segment passes the

verification and authorization checks, a sequence of instructions represented by the first

segment ofthe boot image is executed.
•

In one embodiment, a boot image sufficient to boot a networked device is

received in several segments. Each segment is subjected to integrity and authorization

verification. In one embodiment, the Remote-Boot Authorization Certificate and other

parameters used for integrity and authorization verification can be modified by the

remote device.

RRTRF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention is illustrated by way of example, and not by way of limitation in

the figxires of the accompanying drawings in which like reference numerals refer to

similar elements.
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Figure 1 is one embodiment of a computer system suitable for use with the

invention.

Figure 2 is a network configuration of devices suitable for use with the

invention.

Figure 3 is a network-connected managed device providing boot integrity

services according to one embodiment ofthe invention.

Figure 4 is configuration update interaction between a management console

platform and a managed client platform according to one embodiment of the invention.

Figure 5 is a digital manifest to store hash values and digital certificates

according to one embodiment ofthe invention.

Figure 6 is a flow diagram of a remote boot authorization according to one

embodiment ofthe invention.

DFTATLED DESCRIPTION

A method and apparatus for ensuring system boot image integrity and

authenticity is described. In the following description, for purposes of explanation,

numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of

the invention. It will be apparent, however, to one skilled in the art that the invention

can be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, structures and

devices are shown in block diagram form in order to avoid obscuring the invention.

Reference in the specification to "one embodiment" or "an embodiment" means

that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the

embodiment is included in at least one embodiment of the invention. The appearances

of the phrase "in one embodiment" in various places in the specification are not

necessarily all referring to the same embodiment.

The invention described herem provides basic security needs during part of the

boot phase of system startup. In one embodiment, the invention provides security
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from the end of Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) initiaUzation to the point in time at

which control is transferred to a high-level operating system (OS). The OS boot image

is obtained via a network connection and is checked for integrity and authority to run

on a particular platform. For this purpose, the invention provides a boot image

security usage model that is simple and flexible enough to cover a variety of needs.

Because receipt ofboot inures via a network connection can be subject to size

constraints, the invention aUows software to bootstrap more sophisticated security

software if desired.

In general, the invention utilizes one or more Remote-Boot Authorization

Certificates for each group ofplatforms to be managed. The authorization certificate

for a group ofplatforms is configured into each ofthe platforms in a group as the

source of authority for allowing boot images to be executed. In one embodiment, IT

organizations can create different authorization certificates for different groups to allow

the different groups to be managed by different authorities. Authority can also be

transferred between management groups. The Remote-Boot Authorization Certificates

provide protection against remote-boot images that have been damaged and/or tampered

with either in transit or on a server, the ability to designate and enforce which boot

images are permitted, and a mechanism to limit the scope ofmanagement authorities

having remote-boot authority.

Figure 1 is one embodiment of a computer system suitable for use with the

invention. Computer system 100 includes bus 101 or other communication device for

communicating information and processor 102 coupled to bus 101 for processing

information. While computer system 100 is illustrated with a single processor, computer

system 100 can include multiple processors. Computer system 100 further includes

random access memory (RAM) or other dynamic storage device 104 (referred to as main

memory), coupled to bus 101 for storing information and instructions to be executed by

processor 102. Main memory 104 also can be used for storing temporary variables or

other intermediate information during execution ofinstructions by processor 102.

Computer system 100 also includes read only memory (ROM) and/or other static storage
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device 106 coupled to bus 101 for storing static information and instructions for

processor 102. Data storage device 107 is coupled to bus 101 for storing information and

instructions.

Data storage device 107 such as a magnetic disk or optical disc and corresponding

drive can be coupled to computer system 100. Computer system 100 can also be

coupled via bus 101 to display device 121, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) or liquid

crystal display (LCD), for displaying information to a computer user. Alphanumeric

input device 122, including alphanumeric and other keys, is typically coupled to bus 101

for commimicating information and command selections to processor 102. Another type

ofuser mput device is cursor control 123, such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction

keys for communicating direction information and command selections to processor 102

and for controlling cursor movement on display 121

.

Computer system 100 further includes network interface 130 that provides access

to a network (not shown in Figure 1). In one embodiment, network interface 130 is a

network interface card (NIC); however, other network interfaces can also be used.

Network interface 130 is used to download boot images from a remote server to boot

computer system 100 according to the invention. The downloaded boot image can be

stored, for example, in mam memory 104, ROM 106, or otiier memory device.

One embodiment ofthe invention is related to the use of computer system 100

to provide system boot image integrity and authenticity. According to one

embodiment, system boot image integrity and authenticity is determined by computer

system 100 in response to processor 102 executing sequences of instructions contained

in main memory 1 04.

Instructions are provided to main memory 104 from a storage device, such as

magnetic disk, a read-only memory (ROM) integrated circuit (IC), CD-ROM, DVD, via

a remote connection (e.g., over a network), etc. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired

circuitry can be used in place of or in combination with software instructions to

implement the invention. Thus, the invention is not limited to any specific combination

of hardware circuitry and software instructions.
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Figure 2 is a network configuration ofdevices suitable for use with the

invention. For reasons of simplicity, only a single management device and two managed

devices are illustrated in Figure 2; however, any number ofmanagement devices and any

number ofmanaged devices can be used with the mvention.

Network 200 provides an interconnection between multiple electronic devices,

such as computer systems, printers, facsimile machines, etc. In one embodiment,

network 200 is a local area network (LAN) such as those weU known in the art In

alternative embodiments, network 200 can be a wide area network (WAN), the Internet,

or any other type of network.

Management device 220 is a server or other device that stores one or more boot

images that canbe used to boot managed devices. Management device 220 can be, for

example, a server controlled by an IT organization such that technicians can download a

boot image from management device 220 to a managed device via network 200. The

integrity and authority ofthe downloaded boot image is checked by the managed device

as described in greater detail below.

Managed devices 240 and 250 are coupled to management device 220 via

network 200. Managed devices 240 and 250 can receive boot images and other

executable code from management device 220 or another server. Boot images, for

example, can be received for maintenance purposes (e.g., boot a device that will not

boot otherwise) or during the course ofnormal startup. Managed devices 240 and 250

can receive boot images from the same server or from different servers. Shnilarly,

managed devices 240 and 250 can receive the same or different boot images.

An IT organization, for example, managing a group of platforms (e.g., managed

devices 240 and 250) configures each ofthe platforms to recognize the IT

organization's Remote-Boot Authorization Certificate as the source of authority for

signmg Remote-Boot objects. The IT organization uses the Remote-Boot

Authorization Certificate to create a signed manifest (described in greater detaU below)

authorizing a particular object to be used as a Remote-Boot object on a particular set of

managed platforms. In one embodiment, the IT organization uses a private
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cryptographic key corresponding to the IT organization's public cryptographic key to

sign the manifest.

The IT organization can delegate authority to a sub-group or to another group

by modifying the Remote-Boot Authorization Certificate in each platform for which

the new group is authorized to boot. Delegation of Remote-Boot Authority is

described in greater detail below. When a managed platform downloads a Remote-Boot

object, the platform also downloads a corresponding signed manifest. The managed

platform checks the downloaded Remote-Boot object against the signed manifest to

determine integrity. The platform also checks the authority of the to determine

whether the manifest was signed with the private key correspondmg to the public key

in the managed platform's Remote-Boot Authorization Certificate. If so, the Remote-

Boot object is authorized for use by the managed platform.

Figure 3 is a network-connected managed device providing boot integrity

services according to one embodiment of the invention. In one embodiment, the

invention is supported by two configurable parameters for each managed platform. The

values of the parameters are persistent and protected across system reboots and power

interruptions.

Managed device 240 includes persistent security data store 300. In one

embodiment, persistent security data store 300 is flash memory that maintains Boot

Object Authorization Certificate 3 10 and Boot Authorization Check Flag 320 in a

persistent maimer. Operating system 330 is downloaded by managed device 240 fi"om

management device 220 as a result of a successfiil boot sequence.

Boot Object Authorization Certificate 310 identifies the source of a boot object

that is recognized as authorized to supply boot objects. In one embodiment, Boot

object Authorization Certificate 310 includes a public cryptographic key corresponding

to a private cryptographic key belonging to the authorized source of a boot object. In

alternative embodiments, other mechanisms for determining the source of a boot object

can be used. Boot Authorization Check Flag 320 indicates whether authorization of

boot images are required.
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One embodiment of the invention is supported by two functions described in

greater detail below. The two functions, BIS_UpdateBootObjectAuthori2ation and

BIS_GetBootObjectAuthorizationUpdateToken, allow managed device 240 to

determine the integrity and authorization of a boot image received from management

device 220 via network 220.

Figure 4 is configuration update interaction between a management console

platform and a managed client platform according to one embodiment of the invention.

In terms of the description ofFigures 2 and 3, the management platform ofFigure 4

corresponds to management device 220 and the managed client platform corresponds to

managed devices 240 and 250.

The management platform causes the managed client to boot a small proxy

application that performs operations on the managed client on behalfofthe

management platform. The managed client platform requests an update token value

that is returned by the BIS_GetBootObjectAuthorizationUpdateToken function. In

response, the management platform generates an update request credential message

describing the configuration changes and including the update token.

The management platform signs the request credential using the private key

corresponding to the managed client's Boot Object Authorization Certificate and sends

the request credential to the managed client platform. The managed client platform

verifies the signature and performs the update using the

BIS_UpdateBootObjectAuthorization function and returns a confumation. The

management platform checks the confirmation.

In one embodiment, the invention uses a unique update token that is associated

with the Boot Object Authorization parameters described above. The token value is a

computed value unique to the parameter set and the platform. A new token value is

generated when a parameter is modified. Use ofthe token value protects the managed

device against certain types of attadcs.

The unique update token changes to a new unique value whenever a

configuration parameter is changed. In addition, the unique token is unique to the
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specific platform it came from and the parameter set. These uniqueness properties can

be used when the configuration update process is performed with a managed client that

is not running a high-level OS. In such an environment, the managed client platform is

unlikely to support private authenticated communications.

In one embodiment the update request credential includes a digital signature used

to determine the authority ofthe update request. In one embodiment, the digital

signature can be either a Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) signature as proposed by

the National Institute of Standards, which implies the SHA-1 hash algorithm and a

1024-bit key length, or a Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA) algorithm as described by RSA

Data Security, Inc. ofRedwood City California, which implies the MD5 has algorithm

and a 512-bit key length. Other signature algorithms, hash algorithms and/or key

lengths can also be used. Both of these functions are described in pages 466-494 of a

publication entitled "Applied Cryptography: Protocols, Algorithms and Source Code in

C" by Bruce Schneier, published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc. (1996).

Ifthe digital signature matches the Boot Object Authorization Certificate for the

managed client platform, the update request to accepted. Otherwise, the update request

is not accepted. The unique update token and the signed request credential combine to

guard against attacks based on capturing and replaying an identical or altered update

request to the same or different managed client platforms.

The configuration model described above takes advantage ofthe Remote-Boot

Authorization Certificate. The key used to sign a configuration update request

credential is the private key corresponding to the public key in the managed client

platform's configured Boot Object Authorization Certificate. Thus, the authority to re-

configure a managed platform is restricted to the holder of that private key. In other

words, an IT organization (or sub-organization) that "ovras" the management authority

for that managed client platform alone has the authority to re-configure platform

parameters.

In one embodiment, the Boot Object Authorization Certificate in a platform is

used to validate update request authority is also a configurable parameter. This has the
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effect that a managing authority can transfer managing authority to another

organization. While the discussion with respect to Figure 4 describes re-configuration

ofparameters, it assumes a pre-existing parameter set. The following discussion

describes two approaches to first-time setup of a managed client platform. The

managed client device can be configured for either "continuous security" or for

"unattended setup."

To provide a continuous security configuration, a manufacturer or other

supplier of the managed cUent device configures the platform such that the Boot

Authorization Check Flag is set and no Boot Object Authorization Certificate is stored.

With this configuration, authorization ofa boot object is performed, however, no Boot

Object Authorization Certificate is stored to determine authority. Because no Boot

Object Authorization Certificate exists, a "fall back" fimction is used to perform

authorization checks. In one embodiment, a user interaction is required to confirm a

digital signature or hash value. Other fell back fiinctions can also be used.

If authorization is granted by the fall back function, the boot procedure can be

performed an the parameter set can be modified to provide a Boot Object Authorization

Certificate. For subsequent boot operations the Boot Object Authorization Certificate

is used to determine the authority ofboot code downloaded. Thus, after the first boot

requiring use ofthe fall back function, subsequent boot operations occur without user

hiteraction.

An unattended first-time setup can be performed where less security is desired.

For an unattended first-time setup the manufacturer or other supplier of the managed

client platform configures the platform with the Boot Authorization Check Flag set and

a special "first-time setup" Boot Object Authorization Certificate configured. The

special Boot Object Autiiorization Certificate can be, for example, the same for all

platforms. The manufacturer or supplier also supplies the private cryptographic key

corresponding to the Boot Object Autiiorization Certificate to tiie IT organization

responsible for the platform.
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The IT organization then signs the first boot operation with the private

cryptographic key provided by the manufacturer. The IT organization can then re-

configure the managed client platform with a Boot Object Authorization Certificate

having a public cryptographic key corresponding to a private cryptographic key owned

by the IT organization. Because the fall back fiinction that may require user interaction

is not used, the first-time setup can be performed unattended.

Figure 5 is a digital manifest to store hash values and digital certificates

according to one embodiment of the invention. In one embodiment the digital manifest

is defined by the "Signed Manifest Specification" published by The Open Group in

1997. Other types of signed manifests, or similar structures can also be used. In one

embodiment the digital certificates are X.509v3 digital certificates as defmed by [CITE

TO X.509V.3 SPECl Other types of digital certificates can also be used.

Signed manifest 500 includes manifest digital signature 510, a secure hash value

(e.g., hash value 520, hash value 530) for each sub-unage ofa boot image, and a

certificate chain (e.g., certificate 540, certificate 550). The certificate chain provides the

identity ofthe signatory of signed manifest 500 and entities that have bestowed signing

authority to the signatory. Each secure hash value is produced by loading a

corresponding sub-image into a one-way hash fiinction that converts the portions ofthe

boot image into information of a fixed length ("hash value"). The term "one-way"

indicates that there does not readily exist an inverse fiinction to recover any discernible

portion of the boot image firom the hash value.

In one embodiment, manifest digital signature 510 is produced by appending^

hash values (e.g., 520, 530) end-to-end to provide a hash set, where ^ ^ and^ is a

whole number. The hash set is digitally signed with a private cryptographic key of the

source authorized to provide the boot image. In one embodiment the fiinction used for

digitally signing information includes RSA digital signature algorithm and/or the DSA

digital signature algorithm.

For a certificate chain having a set of^ digital certificates, where ^ * ^
, and

^

is a whole number, a first digital certificate (e.g., certificate 540) includes a subject
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pubUc key ofthe signatory, namely the source responsible for digitally signing signed

manifest 500. Thereafter, the remaining digital certificates coUectively provide a

sequence ofthose sources issuing the first digital certificate used to sign signed manifest

500. For example, a second digital certificate includes the subject public key of the

source that the first signed certificate using the corresponding private key of lliat

source.

Use of the certificate chain provides the ability to delegate signmg authority

fi-om one source to another. The signatory of signed manifest 500 is accepted as an

authorized signatory when one ofthe certificates in the certificate chain includes a

subject public key matching the subject public key in the authorization certificate.

Also, for each certificate in the certificate chain, the certificate verifies with the subject

public key of the subsequent certificate in the certificate chain. An authorized source

delegates authorization to a signatory by providing an unbroken sequence of certificates

between the authorized source and the signatory.

Figure 6 is a flow diagram ofa remote boot authorization according to one

embodiment ofthe invention. Before a remote boot operation is performed the IT

organization or other organization that manages the platform configures the Boot Object

Authorization Certificate for the platform as described above. The IT organization can.

for example, generate several boot image credential files for the boot image, one for each

ofthe signature algorithm and key length combinations supported. In one embodiment,

the boot image credential is a signed manifest, such as the signed manifest described

above that includes integrity data for the boot image, the signing organization's

certificate, and a digital signature for the entire manifest.

The managing organization stores the boot image file and the corresponding boot

image credential files at a location known to the managed platforms. The managed

platform determines the server address and boot image file name and location at 610. In

one embodiment remote boot code stored on a network interface card uses Dynamic

Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) to obtain a platform Internet Protocol (IP)

address, a boot server IP address, and a boot image file name. DHCP is described in
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Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) request for comments (RFC) 1541. Other

protocols can also be used to obtain the relevant addresses and file locations.

A segment ofthe boot image file is downloaded at 620. Code for a boot

operation can be downloaded in segments in order to better utilize network bandwidth

and system storage capabilities. Stages of boot code are downloaded until the managed

platform has downloaded sufficient code to be self sufficient. For each boot segment

downloaded a corresponding boot image credential is downloaded at 630. As described

above, the boot image credential is a signed manifest, one embodiment of which is

described with respect to Figure 5.

Integrity and authority checks are performed at 640. In one embodiment,

integrity of the boot object is checked usmg a hash value from the signed manifest. Use

of hash functions is well known in the art. Other types of integrity verification can also

be performed. In one embodiment, the authority of the boot object is checked using a

certificate included in the signed manifest. The public key in the certificate is compared

to the public key m the Boot Object Authorization Certificate stored by the platform.

If the keys match, the signature was generated by the accepted authority and the

authorization check passes. Otherwise, the boot attempt fails.

Ifthe integrity and authority check passes at 640, the boot file is executed at

650. In one embodunent, the first stage downloaded is a first-stage bootstrap that

contains a basic memory manager to make additional memory space available. The

additional memory space is used to download a second-stage bootstrap using a server,

protocol and file location determined from the first-stage bootstrap. Several stages can

be used. The process of620 through 650 is repeated until sufficient OS capabilities are

downloaded at 660.

In one embodiment remote boot operations have a have a "lifetime" defmed by

fimction calls (e.g., BlS^Initalize and BlS^Shutdown) during which remote boot

operations can be performed. The fimction names BIS_Initialize and BIS_Shutdown

are used for description and are not necessary to practice the invention. The invention
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can also be practiced without a boot operation lifetime. Thus, in order to perform a

successfal boot operation, the first function that is called is BISJnitiaUze.

The BISJnitialize function returns a handle representing an instance of

initialization of a boot integrity and authorization sequence. Other integrity and

authorization checking functions use the handle as a parameter, so that these functions

can only be caUed when the handle is vaUd (e.g., during a bounded boot operation

sequence). The BIS_Shutdown fiinction mvaUdates the handle to terminate the

correspondmg boot sequence. Multiple handles can be valid simultaneously.

In the foregoing specification, the invention has been described with reference to

specific embodiments thereof. It will, however, be evident that various modifications

and changes can be made thereto without departuig fi-om the broader spirit and scope of

the invention. The specification and drawings are, accordingly, to be regarded in an

illustrative rather than a restrictive sense.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1 . A method ofperforming remote boot operations, the method

comprising:

receiving a first segment of a boot image from a remote device;

verifying integrity of the first segment of the boot image;

determining authorization ofthe first segment ofthe boot image, wherein

authorization is determined, at least in part, by a Remote-Boot Authorization

Certificate that indicates an authorized source for the first segment of the boot image;

and

executing a sequence of instructions represented by the first segment ofthe boot

image.

2. The method ofclaim 1 fiirfher comprising receiving a signed manifest

associated with the first segment of the boot image, the signed manifest having a digital

certificate and a hash value corresponding to the first segment of the boot image.

3. The method of claim 2 wherein verifying integrity ofthe first segment of

the boot image fiirther comprises:

performing a hash function on the first segment of the boot image; and

comparing a result of the hash fimction to the hash value of the signed manifest.

4. The method ofclaim 1 wherein receiving a first segment of a boot image

fi-om a remote device fiirther comprises:

detemMning an address of the remote device;

determining a file name and a memory location for the first segment ofthe boot

image; and
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downloading the first segment ofthe boot image from the memory location of

the remote device.

5. The method of claim 1 wherein the Remote-Boot Authorization

Certificate is configurable by the remote device, configuration comprising:

receiving a reconfiguration operation fi:om the remote device;

checkmg the integrity ofthe reconfiguration operation

determining whether the reconfiguration operation is authorized to be

performed; and

modifying a parameter set based, at least in part, on the reconfiguration

operation.

6. The method of claim 1 wherein executing the sequence ofinstructions

comprises:

receiving a second segment ofthe boot image firom the remote device;

verifying integrity of the second segment ofthe boot un^e;

determining authorization of second segment ofthe boot image, wherein

authorization is determined, at least in part, by a Remote-Boot Authorization

Certificate that indicates an authorized source for the second segment ofthe boot unage;

and

executing a sequence of instructions represented by the second segment ofthe

boot image.

7. A machine-readable medium having stored Ihereon sequences of

mstructions that when executed by one or more processors cause the one or more

processors to:

receive a first segment ofa boot unage fi^m a remote device;

verify integrity ofthe first segment ofthe boot image;
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determine authorization of the first segment of the boot image, wherein

authorization is determined, at least in part, by a Remote-Boot Authorization

Certificate that indicates an authorized source for the first segment of the boot image;

and

execute a sequence of instructions represented by the first segment of the boot

image.

8. The machine-readable medium of claim 7 fiirfher comprising sequences

of instructions that when executed cause the one or more processors to receive a signed

manifest associated with the first segment of the boot image, the signed manifest having

a digital certificate and a hash value corresponding to the first segment of the boot

image.

9. The machme-readable medium ofclaun 8 wherein the sequences of

mstructions that cause the one or more processors to verify integrity ofthe first

segment of the boot image further comprise sequences of instructions that cause the one

or more processors to:

perform a hash fimction on the first segment of the boot image; and

compare a result ofthe hash fimction to the hash value of the signed manifest.

10. The machine-readable medium ofclaim 7 wherein the sequences of

instructions that cause the one or more processors to receive a first segment of a boot

image from a remote device further comprise sequences of instructions that cause the

one or more processors to:

determine an address of the remote device;

detemiine a file name and a memory location for the first segment of the boot

image; and

download the first segment ofthe boot image from the memory location of the

remote device.
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11, The machine-readable medium ofclaim 7 wherein the Remote-Boot

Authorization Certificate is configurable by the remote device, configuration comprising

sequences of instructions that when executed by the one or more processors cause the

one or more processors to:

receive a reconfiguration operation from the remote device;

check the integrity ofthe reconfiguration operation

determine whether the reconfiguration operation is authorized to be performed;

and

modify a parameter set based, at least in part, on the reconfiguration operation.

12. The machine-readable medium of claim 7 wherein the sequences of

instructions that cause the one or more processors to execute the sequence of

instructions ofthe fist segment of the boot image comprise sequences of instructions

that cause the one or more processors to:

receive a second segment ofthe boot image fiom the remote device;

verify integrity ofthe second segment of the boot image;

determine authorization ofsecond segment of the boot unage, wherein

authorization is determined, at least in part, by a Remote-Boot Authorization

Certificate that indicates an authorized source for the second segment ofthe boot image;

and

execute a sequence of instructions represented by the second segment of the

boot image.

13. An apparatus for performing remote boot operations, the apparatus

comprising:

means for receiving a first segment of a boot image from a remote device;

means for verifying integrity of the first segment ofthe boot image;
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means for determining authorization of the first segment of the boot image,

wherein authorization is deteraiined, at least in part, by a Remote-Boot Authorization

Certificate that indicates an authorized source for the first segment of the boot image;

and

means for executing a sequence of instructions represented by the first segment

ofthe boot image.

14. The apparatus of claim 1 3 further comprising means for receiving a

signed manifest associated with the first segment of the boot image, the signed manifest

having a digital certificate and a hash value corresponding to the first segment ofthe

boot image.

15. The apparatus of claim 14 wherein the means for verifying integrity of

the first segment of the boot image further comprises:

means for performing a hash function on the first segment ofthe boot image; and

means for comparing a result of the hash function to the hash value ofthe signed

manifest

1 6. The apparatus of clahn 13 wherein the means for receiving a furst

segment of a boot image fix)m a remote device further comprises:

means for determinmg an address ofthe remote device;

means for determining a file name and a memory location for the first segment of

the boot image; and

means for downloading the first segment ofthe boot image from the memory

location ofthe remote device.
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